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2 Project Motivation and Summary

This project investigated and developed software attack attribution technologies and algorithms with the goal of facilitating automatic inference of possible origins and authorships of cyberattacks (e.g., malware attacks). Our focus is on semantic and syntactic analysis of binary attack payloads (e.g., executable malware binaries and malicious data submitted to vulnerable programs), without significant reliance on network traffic analysis or tracking. This addresses the considerable class of cyberattacks for which meaningful network routing information is unavailable or obfuscated (e.g., due to adversarial proxying, anonymous routing, or botnetting), but the received attack payloads are logged and available for analysis.

Our attribution strategies are based on scientific approaches to binary software reverse engineering and analysis, and machine learning-based approaches to attribution data analysis. This allows our results to be fully automated, for rapid response to emerging digital threats; it helps to remove
human bias from the analysis, yielding objective attribution hypotheses and confidence scores; and it broadens applicability of our discoveries to a variety of software and data analysis problems.

3 Achievements of the Project

Our research throughout this project primarily focused on three major thrusts:

- Design, implementation, and analysis of a new attribution information gathering technology called honey-patching, which employs deception to solicit and gather attribution-relevant data on present and future cyberattacks.

- Design, implementation, and analysis of new binary code decomposition techniques, which aim to automatically decompose binary code into components such that the syntactic and semantic features of each component can be utilized in signatures for authorship attribution.

- Design, implementation, and analysis of new algorithms to: (1) identify authors over textual stream data where new authors may emerge at any time, and (2) identify websites over anonymity networks using machine learning techniques.

Summaries of final outcomes for these respective thrusts are detailed below.

3.1 Attribution Data Collection Through Cyber Deception

3.1.1 Honey-patching

One of our most significant achievements from this project is the discovery of a new approach to software security patching that substitutes vulnerabilities with traps that ensnare attackers. We call these deceptive patches honey-patches. Honey-patches make attacks against patched software systems look as though they succeeded even when the attacks are actually blocked. Instead of doing real damage or stealing real secrets, the attacker sees fake damage and fake secrets that can be laced with disinformation to lead attackers astray. Meanwhile, all attacker actions are meticulously monitored, revealing attacker methodologies, objectives, and gambits to defenders.

Our breakthrough invention drew international press coverage and local television news appearances in 2014 when we used it to honey-patch the now-famous Heartbleed vulnerability within hours of its disclosure:


Our scientific results were published in the highly competitive, top-ranked 2014 ACM Computers and Communications Security Conference (CCS) [12]—widely regarded as one of the highest impact peer-reviewed applied security publication venues worldwide. Please see that publication for technical details and evaluation results. We subsequently won 2nd prize at the NYU-Poly Best Applied Security Paper of the Year competition, which awards the top applied security discoveries of all North American authors across all top conferences and journals:


Our technical approach to this objective extends the state-of-the-art in process migration through fast, lightweight checkpoint-restart, to transparently redirect attacks to decoy environments live, at the moment the attack is detected. We have devised security retrofitting algorithms that imbue legacy software with such capabilities without requiring cooperation from its original developers.

### 3.1.2 Tool-assisted Software Honey-ification

Our second major breakthrough in this thrust is the development of compiler-side methodologies and tools that allow deceptive software to be mass-produced, for better attack attribution capabilities. To achieve this, we developed SignaC (Secret Information Graph iNstrumentation for Annotated C)—an extension to the LLVM C-compiler that imbues compiled programs with the ability to redact and replace secrets in its address space with honeydata during cyberattacks. SignaC-compiled programs thereby respond deceptively to attacks, allowing adversaries to penetrate a fake copy of the program whose data misdirects and misleads them.

Our results were published at the world-renowned USENIX Security Symposium [10, 13]. Please see those publications for detailed analyses and evaluation results. We published follow-up results and larger experimental outcomes as a chapter [11] in Springer’s Cyber Deception: Building the Scientific Foundation text.

During the final year of the project lead PI Hamlen co-edited a new Springer textbook on Autonomous Cyberdeception [7], including a contributed chapter on integrating honey-patching with firewalls to realize deceptive firewalls for attacker attribution [9]. This text is now available in 2019:

*Autonomous Cyber Deception: Reasoning, Adaptive Planning, and Evaluation of HoneyThings*

E. Al-Shaer, J. Wei, K.W. Hamlen, and C. Wang, editors

Springer, 2019


Additional details on how to realize these deceptive firewalls within software-defined networks (SDNs) was published in NOMS [21]. This publication shows that SDNs have the advantage of being able to quickly adapt network topologies to partition and isolate attack traffic buried...
within a sea of non-malicious traffic. The advantage of this is that attacks are more susceptible to deobfuscation and attribution if they can be confined to decoy environments without disrupting the communication. The confined process can then be allowed to perform dangerous actions that might harm the confined environment, since that environment hosts no services or data of genuine value. Please see the NOMS publication cited above for details.

Ph.D. Graduation. Student research on honey-patching and software honey-ification culminated in the graduation of one Ph.D. student whose dissertation [8] won the 2017 UTD EECS Best Dissertation Award (winner among 89 competing dissertations). The student was hired by IBM T.J. Watson Research and is now active there in cyber deception research for government and industry.

3.1.3 Machine learning-based Binary Disassembly

Toward attacker attribution of malware payloads, we have innovated several new techniques for automated, binary software disassembly based on data mining. Binary disassembly is a crucial step in obtaining reliable semantic information from malware attacks and code reuse attacks. Our scientific results were published at two highly ranked, peer-reviewed conferences—one devoted to data mining (PAKDD) [27] and the other to security (RAID) [26]. Our evaluation shows that this new approach yields more accurate disassemblies of binary software than even the best commercially available reverse engineering tools, and at faster speeds. (Please see cited publications for technical details.)

Follow-on work on this problem culminated in our invention of Superset Disassembly, which can reliably disassemble any Intel x86/x64 program irrespective of obfuscations, and without relying upon heuristics. This achievement was published in the highly competitive Network and Distributed Systems Symposium (NDSS) in the final year of the project (2018) [14].

3.2 Binary Code Decomposition

Since a key goal of this project is to attribute the binary code, we must first decompose binary code into components, each of which might be the product of a distinct developer or development group. With the decomposed components, code attribution can then be performed.

3.2.1 Binary Code Decomposition through Delinking

To decompose software programs (e.g., malware) into the constituent components whence they were constructed, we have developed a novel delinker technology that inverts the functionality of linkers. Delinking an executable into object code is potentially useful in many applications, especially in the scenario of binary code reuse and binary code attribution. For example, it can potentially extract the unpacking component from packed malware for use in automated malware unpacking, and it
can potentially separate attribution-relevant malware components from generic components that lack attribution-relevant features.

Our DELINKER system enables binary code reuse and attribution through delinking of an executable into relinkable object code. The input to DELINKER is the application binary code without any symbols, and the output is the (re-)linkable object code per function. Much like the traditional way of using library code for which source code is not available (e.g., Windows DLLs), the object code produced by DELINKER can be linked into new software.

DELINKER relocates the program code and data, rearranges the addresses of the functions and pointers, and regenerates the relocation tables so that a LINKER can later link the object file with another program. To address these technical challenges, we have designed an array of static binary code analysis techniques including (i) binary code decomposition that splits the executable code into relinkable object files, (ii) memory address recognition that identifies instruction operands as well as static values in global memory regions that are memory address (i.e., pointer) related including both data pointer and code pointers such as jump tables, (iii) relocation table reconstruction that rebuilds the relocation tables with the newly generated symbols for each object file such that they can be relinkable when reusing the delinked functions.

We have implemented our DELINKER. Our evaluation with the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark shows DELINKER can delink an executable into object code, and relink the object code using off-the-self linkers without any errors. Our case studies show that DELINKER can significantly save programmers’ efforts in developing new software by reusing complicated cryptographic functions from both benign and malicious software. An MS thesis [22] has been produced to describe the technical details and experimental results of DELINKER.

3.2.2 Binary Code Decomposition and Clustering Based on Locality

DELINKER has made a large step towards our end goal of attributing the authors of the binary code in that it can automatically decompose binary code into pieces. However, these pieces are too coarse-grained (namely it is at function boundary level). Considering a programmer usually writes several functions together, and we have to hoist the functions into a higher level abstractions, namely, logic components. Interestingly, we notice the locality principle can be used to cluster the functions into components.

In particular, we have developed a binary decomposition technique to split binary code into a set of independent logical components based on locality programming paradigm and modularity practice used while developing the software. We found that code locality and data locality can be used to recover modularity abstractions lost in the linking process. To this end, we developed a hybrid graph based approach that combines function control flow graph and data references made by each function. From the clear boundary of the locality using graph clustering, we decompose the software into independent logical components. We have validated our approach using a dataset of 17 projects and demonstrated that our proposed method can achieve very high accuracy. The proposed techniques and the results obtained have been published in ACM ASIACCS 2018 [19].
3.3 Author Attribution Over Textual Data And Anonymity Networks

Throughout this project we have developed machine learning-based techniques to efficiently recognize authors over textual data and identify websites over anonymous networks. Significant accomplishments for this research thrust are summarized in this section.

3.3.1 Author Attribution Over Textual Data

In this work, we considered the Author Recognition problem over textual data in the streaming environment as one of the attention receiving sources for concept-evolution studies. When a new class occurs in the data stream, it can be considered as a new concept; thus the concept-evolution refers to the emergence of a new author in our study. We approached the problem by defining a novel ensemble technique *class-based* ensemble, which replaces the traditional chunk-based approach in order to detect the recurring classes. Different datasets have been evaluated including the IMDB62 dataset (gathered by Seroussi et al.\footnote{Y. Seroussi, F. Bohnert, and I. Zukerman. Personalized rating predictions for new users using latent factor models. In *Proc. ACM Conf. Hypertext and Hypermedia*, 2011.} from the Internet movie database\footnote{www.imdb.com}). It consists of a collection of movie reviews with 62,000 comments from 62 authors and each author has 1,000 comments. The evaluation demonstrates that our class-based ensemble approach outperforms the traditional chunk-based one. This work has been submitted to TKDE\footnote{DISTRIBUTION A: Distribution approved for public release.}.

3.3.2 Website Fingerprinting Over Anonymity Networks

Website fingerprinting is a passive traffic analysis attack which has challenged the web navigation privacy. By using anonymous communication, Internet users (such as online activists) may wish to hide the destination web pages they access. Such anonymity can be achieved with applications like SSL/TLS or Tor (The Onion Router) where layers of encryptions are added to the exchanged packets. We introduce new statistical approach based attacks\footnote{DISTRIBUTION A: Distribution approved for public release.} that yield higher accuracies than previous studies. The problem is considered as a game between two ends, attackers and defenders. Attackers try to reveal web page destinations while defenders try to trick the attacker by changing the characteristics of the network traffic. We focused on the attacks in this work, and proposed defenses in subsequent works (see below).

To overcome the shortcomings of traditional website fingerprinting studies, we also appraise semantic and syntactic analysis for feature extraction techniques and study the effect of NLP vector space representations in website fingerprinting. We propose the packet to vector (P2V) approach\footnote{DISTRIBUTION A: Distribution approved for public release.} where we model the website fingerprinting attack using Global Vector space representations (GloVe). We construct a corpus from network packets and represent these packets as fixed $d$-dimensional real-valued vectors which are then utilized as features. Our evaluation shows the outperformance of this model over the previous website fingerprinting works.
3.3.3 Encrypted Traffic Fingerprinting Attack

We present a novel method, called BIND (fingerprinting with BI-directioNal Dependence) \[3\], to extract features from encrypted network traffic to identify an end-node. We consider relationships among sequences of network packets occurring over sequential transmissions in opposite directions. These features are included in the conjunction with other independent features to enrich discriminating factors of end-nodes during pattern recognition. Furthermore, we explore the temporal nature of encrypted traffic and introduce an adaptive model that considers changes in data content over time. Our approach continuously monitors the classifier performance on the training data. When the accuracy drops below a predefined threshold, we replace the classifier with another trained one on the latest data. We call this ADABIND (ADAptive fingerprinting with BI-directioNal Dependence). We evaluate our analysis on two packet encrypted applications: website fingerprinting and mobile application (app) fingerprinting. Our evaluation shows how the proposed approach outperforms previous works especially in the open-world scenario and when defense mechanisms are considered.

3.3.4 Defense against Website Fingerprinting Attacks

To counteract website fingerprinting attacks, we introduced a novel defense algorithm called ’BiMorphing’ \[5\]. The proposed defense thwarts the fingerprinting attacks by considering bi-directional dependence between consecutive sequences of packets in opposite directions. It obfuscates website patterns through the use of bi-directional statistical sampling; and through the use of mathematical optimization techniques, it achieves minimal bandwidth overhead and zero-delay transmission to actual traffic. We implement and evaluate our approach against a Tor dataset and show how the proposed methodology outperforms the state-of-the-art studies.

3.3.5 Game cheat detection over encrypted traffic network

One way to evaluate and study adversarial mining algorithms for encrypted traffic in the presence of evasive, obfuscating opponents is to apply the algorithms encrypted gaming traffic. We therefore leveraged machine learning based models to predict cheats over encrypted game traffic during game play of massive multiple online games (MMOGs). Detecting cheats is challenging mainly due to the limited client-side information, along with unknown and complex cheating techniques. Moreover, a major challenge in developing such a prediction model is the availability of sufficient training data, which is sparingly available in practice. To detect cheating in MMOGs during game play, we propose to use supervised machine learning techniques over encrypted network traffic \[15\]. Our framework, called GCI (Game Cheating Identification), addresses the challenge of limited labeled data for training such a model by utilizing the relative density ratio to estimate importance weights associated with training data instances. Our approach introduces an expectation-maximization technique to automatically learn model parameters for relative density ratio estimation from available data. For feature extraction from the encrypted network traffic traces, we utilize our previous method BIND \[3\], which analyzes consecutive packet bursts to capture any dependencies that may exist between them. We also demonstrate the scalability of the proposed model with the aid of Apache
Spark. Our empirical evaluation on a popular MMOG demonstrates significant improvement in cheat prediction compared to other competing methods.

### 3.3.6 A GPU-based Game cheat detection over encrypted traffic network

We further extend our work of game cheat detection over encrypted traffic network [15] by introducing Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in our framework. Furthermore, we aim to exploit high memory bandwidth and powerful parallel processing capability of GPU to make our framework more faster, and therefore reduce the processing burden from the CPU [18]. We offload major time and energy consuming operations in our approach, such as the learning of parameters and hyper-parameters searching for an estimator, to the GPU. Our evaluation indicates that GPU based implementation of our procedure reduces execution time, especially when the data set is substantial. This also verifies that in this particular case, GPU-based approach performs better than Spark and the baseline approach.
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